
TRUSTED, TRIED 
AND TRUE

Kawasaki MULE™ side x sides are built to 

serve the people that celebrate hard work 

and a job well done. For over 30 years, 

MULE side x sides have offered unparalleled 

capability to take on both work and play 

The Kawasaki STRONG 3-Year Limited Warranty is standard with every 
2020 MULE™ side x side. When we say that our products are the strongest, 

Kawasaki side x sides, ATVs and Jet Ski® watercraft are 
assembled by Kawasaki Motors Manufacturing Corp., 
U.S.A. from foreign and domestic parts in Lincoln, NE.

*

MULE PRO-MX™ EPS LE in Firecracker Red

MULE PRO-FXT™ EPS LE in Super Black

MULE™ 4010 Trans4x4® in Dark Royal Red

Accessorized units shown. 
*Assembled in U.S.A. badge does not apply to MULE PRO-MX™ models.



FUEL-INJECTED 
POWER 

MULE™ 4010 4x4 and MULE™ 4000 side x sides deliver power with a 
dependable, fuel-injected 617cc V-twin engine. The smooth-running, 
liquid-cooled four-stroke engine starts easily no matter how hot or cold 
the weather and provides steady torque for smooth, responsive power 
when you need it. 

ALL-DAY DEPENDABILITY 

There’s no quitting during a hard day’s work. Conquer your day with 
MULE™ 4010 4x4 and MULE™ 4000 side x sides, featuring the towing 
and cargo capacity to take the heavy lifting off your shoulders. 

MULE™ 4010 4x4 & 
MULE™ 4000

MULE™ 4010 4x4 in Dark Royal Red
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CAPABLE 
DRIVETRAIN

A responsive automatic Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) 
puts the power to the ground with high- and low-range forward and 
reverse. Take advantage of the versatility to switch between 2WD 
and 4WD while a dual-mode rear differential with locking differential 
adds traction when needed.*

STURDY 
CHASSIS

The steel tube ladder-type frame provides a sturdy foundation. A Rollover 
Protective Structure (ROPS) and steel front bumper contribute to a rugged 
external structure while optimized rigidity serves to provide a comfortable 
drive. The independent MacPherson strut-type front suspension and De Dion 
rear suspension provide the right type of stiffness for a hardworking side x side.
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MULE™ 4000 in Dark Royal Red

MULE™ 4010 4x4 in Timberline Green MULE™ 4010 4x4 in Dark Royal Red
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MODEL OPTIONS 
MULE™ 4010 4x4 & MULE™ 4000 
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MULE™ 4010 4x4 in Dark Royal Red


